Week 8 – Space Tails
Books for Adults

DB 87493 Spaceman of Bohemia by Jaroslav Kalfar
Annotation: Jakub Procházka has risen from small-time scientist to
become the Czech Republic's first astronaut. He embarks on a
dangerous mission to Venus. While in space, he takes on a possibly
imaginary giant alien spider companion with whom he forms an intense
bond. Contains violence and strong language. Commercial audiobook.
2017.
DB 11949 The star beast by Robert A. Heinlein
Annotation: Humorous science fiction tale involves John Thomas and his beloved
beast of a pet who becomes an incredible problem with intergalactic implications when
space voyagers appear. 1954.
DB 70598 Catalyst by Anne McCaffrey
Annotation: Chessie, a cat who lives aboard a spacecraft with her
human, Janina, is kidnapped. Chessie gives birth in captivity, and one
kitten forms a telepathic connection with their captor's son. When
government disease-control measures threaten the cats, everyone
joins forces to save them. Commercial audiobook. 2010.

Books for Kids and Teens

DBC01894 Oskar and Klaus: the mission to Cataria by Travis Bossard
Annotation: Feline friends Oskar and Klaus are back! This time, they prepare to go on
a daring adventure into outer space, where they will become the first explorers of an
asteroid named Cataria. When a mysterious rock sample threatens to ruin their
mission, Oskar's quick thinking helps to save the day. For preschool-grade 2.
DBC16373 Up in space by Jeanne Bender
Annotation: When Lindie Lou and Max land in the Emerald City, a new
adventure begins! Lindie Lou says goodbye to Max. Her new owners
intorduce her to life on a lake and the sites of Seattle. For grades 2-4.

DBC07265 Bluebonnet and Johnson Space Center by Mary Brooke Casad

Annotation: Bluebonnet the armadillo visits the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center in Houston and takes a ride on the space shuttle. For grades K-3.
DBC12779 Mousetronaut: based on a (partially) true story by
Mark E. Kelly

Annotation: A small, but plucky, mouse named Meteor is
sure that he can help the space shuttle astronauts, and
ends up saving the whole mission. For grades K-3.

DB 99943 Voyage of the dogs by Greg Van Eekhout

Annotation: Lopside and his canine crew are working
alongside their humans onboard the spaceship Laika.
When they are abandoned, millions of miles from
civilization, survival seems impossible. But these are all
good dogs--and good dogs always complete their mission. Commercial
audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2018.
DBC13037 Penguinaut! by Marcie Colleen

Annotation: Orville lives at the zoo, surrounded by
animal pals who go on exciting adventures. A hang
gliding rhino! A deep-sea diving giraffe! Orville
struggles to keep up, until one day he concocts an
adventure all his own: build a spaceship and fly to the moon. Chosen as the
2019 One Book Colorado book, the story is read by Colorado Governor
Jared Polis. Originally recorded in the studios of Denver7, an ABC-affiliated
television station. For preschool-grade 2.

